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Abstract
In recent years, researchers, journals, and professional organizations in political
science have been working to improve research transparency. While better transparency
is a laudable goal, the implementation of standards for reproducibility still leaves plenty
to be desired. In this paper, we identify two practices political science should adopt
to improve research transparency: (1) Journals need to provide detailed replication
guidance and run provided material, and (2) authors need to start their work with
replication in mind. We focus on problems that occur when scholars provide research
materials to journals for replication and outline best practices regarding documentation
and code structure for researchers to use.
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Introduction

Research transparency has become a central concern in political science (Miguel et al., 2014;
Collaboration, 2012; Colaresi, 2016; Freese, 2007; Freese and Peterson, 2017; Gertler et al.,
2018; Coughlin, 2017; Clemens, 2017).
Transparency greatly strengthens the quality of research, heightens accountability, and
increases trust in the discipline. Data transparency concerns two related, but significantly
different, goals: Using the data/code from a published paper to get the same results reported
in the paper, and taking the protocol for a study to get the same results with a new or different
dataset. The first refers to reproducibility, which verifies published results and code, while
the latter refers to replication, which tests the validity of published findings (Shepherd et al.,
2017; Plesser, 2018). We are concerned with reproducibility here.
For others to test, analyze, reproduce, and replicate findings from published results,
researchers must publish their entire reproduction files (Dafoe, 2014; Eubank, 2016; Lupia
and Elman, 2014). Having code and data available also makes it possible for scholars to
improve on the methodology used or analyses conducted and thus further advance scientific
knowledge (for general discussion see Gleditsch et al. (2003); Gherghina and Katsanidou
(2013); Ishiyama (2014); Nosek et al. (2015); specific examples are in Lall (2016), and in
the extended debate found in Neunhoeffer and Sternberg (2018); Wang (2018); Muchlinski
et al. (2018); Heuberger (2018); Harden et al. (2018)). Archival code and data are also used
pedagogically, in particular in graduate methodology courses (Janz, 2016). As Gary King
wrote, “[t]he only way to understand and evaluate an empirical analysis fully is to know the
exact process by which the data were generated and the analysis produced” (King, 1995,
p. 444).
Indeed, the issue of research transparency has become so important that PS: Political
Science & Politics has published seven papers in a collection called “Opening Political Science.” These seven papers all advance important arguments about how political science can
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improve research transparency (Breznau, 2021; Engzell and Rohrer, 2020; Janz and Freese,
2020; Kapiszewski and Karcher, 2020; Lupia, 2020; Rinke and Wuttke, 2021; Rohlfing et al.,
2020). But what is missing from this collection of papers is practical advice for scholars
who are submitting their work to journals that have research transparency requirements for
publication. What is also missing is guidance for journals how to conceptualize replication
guidelines that aid successful reproduction.
Today, many journals request or require authors to submit reproduction material to
data archives, which we discuss further in this paper’s Supplementary Materials. Some journals also confirm that the materials authors provide to meet research transparency requirements work as expected and that they in fact reproduce the paper’s reported quantitative
results. Our experience has shown that disorganized and virtually unusable reproduction
material is still the norm, rather than the exception, in political science. Major shortcomings include not providing basic documentation (like a README file), setting local working
directories, code that does not produce saved outputs of manuscript figures and tables, code
that is not commented, and the absence of estimated running times.
For example, out of the dozens of data reproduction sets submitted to Political Analysis
over a recent 18-month period, all except one suffered from at least one of these shortcomings. The following sections demonstrate these shortcomings with anonymized data from
the reproduction work done at Political Analysis. All code examples are written in the
open-source software R. Our aim with these examples is to both showcase what authors can
do better and to provide journals with recommendations that can inform their replication
guidelines.

2

Shortcomings in Journal Reproduction Materials

In this section, we discuss the most common problems that occur during the process of reproduction review at Political Analysis; problems that we suspect are typical for the political
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science journals with research transparency requirements. We use the example of Political
Analysis because it has one of the longest-standing policies of research transparency among
journals in political science.
We also focus on Political Analysis because both authors have had hands-on experience
with development of the journal’s policies, and their implementation.1
Editors of journals with research transparency requirements have the goal that authors
provide all of the materials necessary to reproduce (precisely) the quantitative claims made
in their soon-to-be published manuscript. This is consistent with the policies on research
transparency and and data access of the American Political Science Association (APSA),
and of the Society for Political Methodology (SPM). To meet this goal, Political Analysis
requests that authors provide:
1. A README file that describes the materials the author has provided for reproduction
and the computing environment used for analysis.
2. Well-documented, well-named and user-friendly code that reproduces (precisely) and
saves the tables and figures in the manuscript.
3. Any software packages or other materials that are necessary to reproduce the results
reported in the manuscript.
4. The data needed to reproduce the results reported in the paper.
5. Good documentation that other researchers can use to understand how to run the code
to obtain the results reported in the manuscript.
These are relatively simple and innocent requirements2 . However, many if not most authors
fail to meet the minimal requirements when they provide initial reproduction materials for
their manuscript. By not providing the appropriate materials initially, authors often cause
the journal’s editorial team’s efforts to use those materials to produce the results reported in
the manuscript to fail. This necessitates additional communication with the authors where
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they revise their reproduction materials and the process iterates until a point where editors
can release well-documented, well-organized, and well-behaved reproduction materials on
the journal’s Dataverse. Authors end up facing delays in the production process for their
manuscript — because Political Analysis will not send a paper into production until the
reproducibility requirement has been achieved. It is concerning that authors often fail to
produce usable materials when required to publish their paper, as this implies that the
principle of research transparency has probably not been baked into the study from its
inception.
This also raises a normative question: should the author or the journal bear the costs
associated with the production of research transparency materials that are portable and
which a journal’s research transparency team can use successfully? We argue that both
should bear some costs. On the journal’s side, the research transparency team (who we
call the “replicators”) need to have a generalist’s understanding of the primary software
languages in use in their field (for political science that is primarily Stata, R, and Python);
they need to have up-to-date versions of these software languages and operating systems;
and they need access to computational resources that can run most larger-scale processes
in a reasonable amount of time. But we do not believe that replicators should need to
undertake line-by-line code review, or to debug why some provided code only runs using
outdated libraries or packages.
We argue that authors should bear most of the costs associated with the production of
well-documented, usable code. In fact, we encourage authors to build into their workflows
the sort of practices that will produce good code and documentation, and as more authors
engage with this we believe that these issues we discuss below will largely disappear. But
more importantly, writing code is for many studies a very large component of the research
enterprise; as the research conducted is the author’s responsibility, we do not believe that it
is asking too much from authors to pay the same close attention to their code as they do to
collecting accurate data, to providing appropriate citation of previous work, and to following
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all of the other best practices that generally govern high-quality social science research.
While it is beyond the scope of this paper to go into detail about how authors can
build these workflows, we note that funding agencies now require detailed data management
plans, which is oftentimes an important part of a research workflow. Second, it is increasingly
common to see social scientists using version control and code collaboration tools like Git,
Bitbucket, and GitHub. Finally, introductory graduate methods courses are starting to
include research transparency and other ethical issues in their curriculum, training the next
generation of scholars in these best practices; professional societies can help by providing
short courses and other educational materials for those who want to learn how to build
research transparency into their workflows.

2.1

Documentation: The Importance of the README file

To be usable by other researchers, reproduction materials require documentation, which
means that all reproduction materials need to provide a simple README file. The README
is the first file a user opens after downloading the data material and needs to contain all the
information a user needs to run the code. While this obviously depends to some degree on
the material in question, any README needs to contain five basic sections: (1) A list of all
folders, subfolders, and data files contained in the material, (2) the hardware specifications
used to run the code, (3) software used, including all packages or libraries (e.g. for R or
Python) and their respective versions, (4) a list of all code files to produce which output
used in the paper, (5) the approximate running time of each code file based on the hardware
specifications. Figure 1 shows an anonymized example of an insufficient README submitted to Political Analysis. It misses all five sections and gives the user no information about
what to expect or how to proceed with the data analysis.
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Figure 1: Example of insufficient README

2.2

Reproduction Data

It is oftentimes assumed for the purposes of article reproduction that authors must provide
the complete original dataset — this is untrue. Often an author is working with secondary
data, for example, the American National Election Survey (ANES) or the Cooperative Congressional Election Survey (CCES). In these cases, the author needs to provide documentation and code that extracts from these public data sources only the rows and columns
used in the published study; that code should also provide details about all processing and
manipulation that transforms the original data into the data used in the paper.
Another common problem is proprietary data, i.e. authors who do not have permission
to share their data due to copyright restrictions or other legal restrictions on public dissemination of the data. In such a case, authors may provide a percentage sample of the data
for reproduction purposes. This usually allows the reproduction of the main findings whilst
still protecting and respecting data ownership and privacy.
Finally, a third regularly occurring problem with reproduction data is the inclusion of
identifying information in the reproduction materials. A good example that we have seen is
reproduction information that may contain the names and addresses from voter registration
datasets, or the names and contact information provided as metadata in datasets from
manual text processing studies. There are a lot of reasons why it is not good practice to
provide any identifying information in reproduction data, even if it is in an otherwise public
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release file.

2.3

Code and Output

Code and data files should be set up in a self-contained project. In R, this should be an R
Project whilst using the here package (Bryan, 2018). This sets the working directory to
the R Project folder for all script files in the material. Files can then be loaded and saved
with relative path files starting at the main replication folder. Local working directories with
setwd(), as exemplified in Figure 2, do not represent a practical workflow as they only work
for one user on one local machine. Self-contained project working directories, on the other
hand, work on all machines without any manual user input.

Figure 2: Working directories should not be set locally
It is imperative to clearly and consistently name data sources, R objects, and output
objects. This makes code easily traceable, objects identifiable, and avoids unnecessary confusion. Figure 3 shows an example where two .csv source files and three R objects are all
based on the word “data”. Not only does this confuse users who are unfamiliar with the
material, but it also overwrites the R base function data(), which could potentially become
problematic.

Figure 3: Confusingly named files and R objects
The code needs to save output files for every figure and table in the main text and
the appendix of the manuscript. Figures should be saved in .pdf format and tables in
.csv, .tex or .html. Each figure and table should be named according to its number
in the manuscript, e.g. Figure1.pdf, Table3.tex, in order to make the output clearly
8

and easily identifiable. Crucially, the saved output needs to show identical content as the
resulting respective figure or table. Table 1 shows an example of saved R output in .csv form
which bears no resemblance to the corresponding manuscript table. While the information
presented in the manuscript table may be part of the produced .csv file, it is not possible
to make out this information in the data’s current form.

Table 1: Code output (left), manuscript table (right)

Finally, we have repeatedly seen examples where authors of papers with simulations or
methods that involve sampling or resampling fail to set random number seeds. Failing to use
the same random number seed when trying to reproduce manuscript results is problematic,
as the reproduction will not generate the exact results reported. Thus, authors should always
set the random number seed whenever conducting simulations, or using sampling methods,
and document this well in their code.

3

Looking Ahead: Developing Standards and Best Practices for Social Science Research Transparency

Improving research transparency is becoming a higher priority for political science scholars,
journals, and professional associations, much work remains. In this paper, we have identified
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two practices social science should adopt to help resolve the crisis: (1) journals need to
provide detailed replication guidance and run provided material, and (2) authors need to
start their work with replication in mind.
Many journals have been working to build stronger research transparency requirements
into their standards. Earlier in the evolution of these standards, the goal was simply to ensure
that all manuscripts making empirical claims provided some code, data, and documentation,
without paying a great deal of attention to standardization and the quality of those materials.
Today, the top quantitative journals in political science all have strong research transparency
requirements and require the provision of data and code prior to a paper’s publication.
However, a number of these journals do not provide or utilize a permanent and public
archive for these materials, and very few of them at this point in time actually confirm
that the data and code reproduce the claims reported in the paper. We thus urge all
political science journals, to shift their focus from the mere implementation of transparency
requirements towards a rigorous evaluation of the quality, executability, and user-friendliness
of the research materials. A promising technological development for reproducibility is the
use of Docker containers, which we discuss in the paper’s Supplementary Materials; journals
like Political Analysis are moving in this direction, for example with the use of Code Ocean.
We also encourage journals to provide detailed replication guidance to authors in order
to aid reproduction efforts. These can range from elaborated bullet points to templates that
showcase what is required, as we demonstrate in the Supplementary Materials. Additionally,
we urge journals to establish a research transparency team where all members are sufficiently
trained to efficiently run Stata, R, and Python code and diagnose common problems. With
such training structures in place, graduate students are fully equipped to conduct journal
reproductions very cost-effectively. Journals also have to make sure that their reproducers
have access to computational resources that will reliably run complex simulations, machine
and deep learning, and which can handle larger scale datasets.
On the author side, highly disorganized and virtually unusable reproduction material is
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still very much the norm. Virtually none of the reproduction data sets submitted to Political
Analysis over the past 18 months ran without producing errors. Scholars need to pay closer
attention to the documentation and usability of the research materials they make available to
journals and other scholars. They should begin a quantitative study with reproducibility in
mind to avoid a mad scramble to collect and document their research late in the publication
process — and they can make sure that their material meets transparency requirements
when provided to journals.

Notes
1. Alvarez was co-editor of Political Analysis between 2010 and 2018, when the journal began requiring that
authors provide research transparency materials, and then began the process of validating those materials.
Heuberger has been a graduate editorial assistant at the journal under the current editor, Jeff Gill, and he
has been in charge of validation of research transparency materials since 2017.
2. For space reasons, the requirements are presented here in rudimentary form. Actual guidance given to
authors at Political Analysis explains each point in detail.
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